Easy to learn Fortune Telling - Madame Lenormand
Hello, here you can find some of my cards and how you can use it with a example to learn.
In my English books or correspondence course you can learn to lay MME cards.
There you can find the basics and most important presumes for a successful consulting with my deck.
How to use Britta’s cards with examples and many more tips for MME in my English books .
Have a nice time and relax with

Test yourself and also extract from my Books
For your information:

The questions are written in blue ink
The suggested solutions are written in green

________________________________________________
A more demanding exercise:

Hint:
The stars represent our wishes, longings, dreams and our soul.
If these aspects of our lives are affected and mistreated, the
sickness we end up with is a depression!
1)

Can you spot a sickness in this line of cards?

If yes; which?
2)

Can you spot a sickness in this line of cards?

If yes; which?
The following axis is part of a spread. It was laid out for a man
who wishes to acquire property (a house or flat).
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________________________________________________
Ectraxt Follow up Book II

Remember:

This relationship is going to end.
(relationship + termination)
 divorce

This relationship has already ended.
(termination + relationship)
 divorced
Remember that there may sometimes be no combinations in a
spread at all!
As before, let us stick to the horizontal and vertical axes of
interpretation to begin with.
These axes are the same as in picture No 5.
The future of a relationship: Future axes from No 25 Ring
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Please note!
People who seek advice in the cards are often stuck in what they view as
a no-win situation.
They are feeling trapped and despaired. Whatever they see in the cards
or hear from “their” cartomancer is practically the “Bible” for them.
Especially when it comes to difficult situations, which can easily turn a
person’s whole life upside down, such as a terrible disease, death,
divorce or even the loss of their workplace may “knock “ these people “out
of the race”.
It is therefore particularly important to point out that , although there is a
separation “on the cards”, this is not inevitable.
We all hold the key to our future in our hands. It is what we are doing and
how we are dealing with a situation now, that determines what will
happen in the future.
Please make sure you always offer a way out of such a situation!
The diagonal axes will show you the way!
Another important thing you should never forget is the following:
Please mind the combinations! Always keep an eye on these special
constellations!
You will find out what is going on a lot faster, if you know your
combinations well.
Once you have laid out your full spread (Grand Tableau)
look out for your topic card and let your eyes wander along the respective
axes. Listen to the little “bing!” in your head once you have recognised a
constellation, which seems familiar to you.
Could this be a Combination?
If yes: What is it telling me?
In the following example the question is: ‘divorce yes or No?’
Do you remember which cards indicate such an event?
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